The Panama Canal was the costliest undertaking in history; its completion in 1914 marked the beginning of the "American Century." Panama Fever draws on contemporary accounts, bringing the experience of those who built the canal vividly to life. Politicians engaged in high-stakes diplomacy in order to influence its construction. Meanwhile, engineers and workers from around the world rushed to take advantage of high wages and the chance to be a part of history. Filled with remarkable characters, Panama Fever is an epic history that shows how a small, fiercely contested strip of land made the world a smaller place and launched the era of American global dominance.
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Blank lined journals for kids are perfect to record all the important events in their life, practice writing or just draw in. This 8.5 x 11, 108 page lined notebook is excellent for doing just that…. Browse the latest from our collection of letterpress greeting cards, prints, gift tags and much more. 30-DAY RETURNS We test every product and want you to love what you buy. But, if you don't, just send it back. You can return most items within 30 days. matching choice of notebook pages, some lined, blank, half page lined, or primary lines As with my free Book of James Lapbook , these minibooks are aimed for middle school children to adults. Pop over to my free pages -Lapbook Pages for your complete free downloads. In my personal Midori Traveler's Notebook, I also make use of the lined post its with tabs to create master lists for large projects that I don't want to keep a permanent record off. I also reinforce the tabs with tape, otherwise they get worn and rip very quickly. I am so glad I found your blog! You just added a ton more things to my list of things I want to make, this journal being at the top! I think my 8yr old daughter would LOVE to make this with me. i use a blank binder as a recovery journal for my depression. i have a blank spiral bound notebook in the front and dividers for my important things. i have a pintrest board i add to every night for 10 mins and the nxt day i write up the things i need most from it. i have found it to be good therapy for me. just wanted to let others know about. Yay! We're doing an arty tutorial (my first ever… let's hope it goes ok!)! Oh, and the reason it says part one?I'm doing a mini arts series -this, an easy drawing how to, and then a sneak peek into my sort-of bullet journal (yes mum, that is the technical name for that notebook I've been frantically drawing and scribbling in. Make it personal with Paperchase! An ideal gift for a variety of occasions, shop our wide range of customisable albums, scrapbooks, notebooks and frames. I prefer unlined, but am using a lined journal (a present) just now. I tend to ignore the lines if I don't need them. I prefer a bigger page to a smaller page. Panama Fever: The Epic Story of One of the Greatest Human Achievements of All Time--the Building of the Panama Canal Parker, Matthew Published by Doubleday. "Make the Dirt Fly" -THE AMERICAN TRIUMPH -Panama Fever: The Epic Story of One of the Greatest Human Achievements of All Time-the Building of the Panama Canal -by Matthew Parker. The Panama Canal was the costliest undertaking in history; its completion in 1914 marked the beginning of the "American Century." Panama Fever draws on contemporary accounts, bringing the experience of those who built the canal vividly to life. The building of the Panama Canal was one of the greatest engineering feats in human history. A tale of exploration, conquest, money, politics, and medicine, Panama Fever charts the challenges that marked the long, labyrinthine road to the building of the canal. Drawing on a wealth of new materials. There are a lot of books out there that describe the epic building of the Panama Canal 100 years ago, but most of them focus on facts, the engineers, have lots of pictures or are in fact straight historical works. The Panama Canal was the costliest undertaking in history; its completion in 1914 marked the beginning of the "American Century." Panama Fever draws on contemporary accounts, bringing the experience of those who built the canal vividly to life. The Land Divided, The World United -THE AMERICAN TRIUMPH -Panama Fever: The Epic Story of One of the Greatest Human Achievements of All Time-the Building of the Panama Canal -by Matthew Parker Books Read and Share. The building of the Panama Canal was one of the greatest engineering feats in human history. A tale of exploration, conquest, money, politics, and medicine, Panama Fever charts the challenges that marked the long, labyrinthine road to the building of the canal. 
